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Hussmann H1TMDS Self
Contained Multideck Glass

Door Chiller

$8,730.00 +GST

View more Product Details

Add to Cart                              

Request a Quote                    

The Hussmann H1TMDS Self Contained Multideck Glass Door Chiller is a versatile refrigeration solution tailored for dairy
products, drinks, deli items, and other medium temperature goods. Its plug and play installation coupled with a digital
controller featuring a temperature display ensures seamless operation. Designed with ergonomics in mind, accessing products
is effortless, while the optimized LED lighting enhances visual appeal. Available in different lengths and temperature classes, the
chiller accommodates various needs and comes with a range of accessories, making it a flexible choice for retail environments
seeking efficient and attractive refrigeration solutions.
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Multideck Glass Door Chiller
, meticulously crafted to cater to the storage needs of dairy products, beverages, deli items, and other medium-temperature
applications. This innovative chiller features a self-contained design, ensuring hassle-free installation with easy plug-and-play
functionality, while its digital controller with temperature display enables precise temperature management.
Designed with user convenience in mind, the H1TMDS boasts an ergonomic layout that facilitates effortless access to stored
products, enhancing operational efficiency in busy environments. Its optimized display, illuminated by energy-efficient LED
lighting, not only ensures clear visibility of items but also enhances the visual appeal of the chiller. Available in various lengths
and temperature classes, and equipped with a range of accessories, this chiller offers versatility to meet diverse merchandising
requirements, making it an ideal choice for businesses seeking efficient and adaptable refrigeration solutions.

Environmentally friendly and durable powder coat finish, both inside and outside
Single row of 4000K LED canopy lighting
Four rows of 450mm powder-coated shelves
LED lighting under each shelf
Ticket strips for labeling
Wire air return grill for efficient airflow
Long-lasting galvanized internal base
Rubber bumpers for added protection
Adjustable feet for stability

Additional Information

Country of Manufacture Australia

External Colour Black

Brand Hussmann

Model H1TMDS

Temperature Operating Range C -1°C to +5°C

Temperature Display / Control Digital control

Refrigerant R290

Interior Lighting Yes

Defrost Auto or Manual Automatic

About the Product

Hussmann H1TMDS Self Contained Multideck Glass Door Chiller,
available at an unbeatable price. Purchase the Hussmann H1TMDS
and explore our wide range of commercial Multideck Glass Door
Chiller, all with Australia wide delivery.

Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price $9,700.00
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